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An AIE molecule featuring changeable triplet
emission between phosphorescence and delayed
fluorescence by an external force†

Lili Huang,‡a Xue Wen,‡a Jianwei Liu,a Mingxing Chen,b Zhiyong Ma *a and
Xinru Jia b

In this article, we report a newly designed molecule ODFRPTZ with an asymmetric D–A–D0 type structure.

ODFRPTZ is endowed with aggregation-induced emission (AIE), intriguing mechanochromism and changeable

emission between delayed fluorescence and phosphorescence. In the THF/H2O system, the emission

efficiency of ODFRPTZ is greatly improved by increasing the water fraction due to the restriction of the

intramolecular rotation and vibration in the aggregation states. Intriguingly, ODFRPTZ shows mechanochromic

properties under both UV light and visible light. The emission color switches from green to yellow and the

color under visible light changes from white to yellow after grinding due to the changeable conformations of

phenothiazine from quasi-axial to quasi-equatorial. The crystalline powder shows prompt fluorescence and

phosphorescence characteristics. The lifetime of phosphorescence continuously increases from 0.4 ms at

300 K to 121.1 ms at 77 K. The emission of ground powder is composed of prompt fluorescence and delayed

fluorescence with lifetimes of 18.7 ns and 0.9 ms, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, it is a rarely

reported AIE example that the triplet state emission can be altered from phosphorescence to delayed

fluorescence by an external force.

Introduction

To overcome the notorious aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ),1

a large number of luminescent materials with aggregation-induced
emission (AIE) properties have been rapidly developed as they can
be widely applied in organic light-emitting diodes (OLED),2–4

biological probes,5 fluorescent sensors,6 etc. In addition to the
two well-known AIE molecules silole7–9 and tetraphenylethene
(TPE),10 phenothiazine (PTZ) has also attracted much attention in
AIE systems.11–14 In the past few years, PTZ has largely served as the
electron donor in intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) systems and
the highly twisted structure of PTZ effectively avoids the quenching
caused by strong intermolecular interactions in the aggregation
state.15–18 The process of ICT is hard to proceed in solutions due to

the free rotation of the molecular bond.19 However, emission
efficiency can be greatly improved due to the restriction of intra-
molecular motions (RIM) in the solid state.20–22 Hence, employing
PTZ as the electron donor part in donor–acceptor (D–A) or donor–
acceptor–donor (D–A–D) type molecules is another effective way to
achieve good AIE properties.13

Besides, it has been revealed that PTZ derivatives combining
delayed fluorescence (DF) with AIE properties are promising
candidates for next generation emitters of OLEDs.11,23,24 For
those AIE-DF materials, the twisted structures of phenothiazine
played a crucial role in separating the highest occupied mole-
cular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO), thus generating a small singlet–triplet energy
gap (DEST) and furthermore promoting the triplet excitons to
return to excited singlet states (S1) through reverse intersystem
crossing (RISC).14,25 Ma and his co-workers realized simultaneous
DF and room-temperature phosphorescence in their designed
molecule and could determine the dominant emission through
the utilization of thermal-controlled triplet excitons.26 The genera-
tion of triplet excitons is crucial for both DF and phosphorescence
and we speculated that DF-phosphorescence AIE emitters could
be obtained if triplet excitons were appropriately utilized in PTZ
derivatives.26 Last several years have witnessed the rise of
metal-free organic phosphorescent materials by methods like
introducing aromatic carbonyls27 or heavy atoms into molecules,28,29
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incorporating halogen bonding into crystals,30 molecular
H-aggregation31 and embedding organic phosphors into other
matrices.32–34 Previous work has demonstrated that triplet excitons
could be easily captured in benzophenone derivatives.35–38 There-
fore, alternative emissions are supposed to be achieved if
phenothiazine and benzophenone are introduced as the electron
donor and acceptor, respectively.

Moreover, PTZ derivatives, whose conformations can be
changed from quasi-axial to quasi-equatorial, are also com-
mendable mechanical-stimuli-responsive materials.39 Chi et al.
reported a symmetric donor–acceptor–donor (D–A–D) type molecule
which contained sulfobenzide as a donor and phenothiazine as
an electron acceptor, exhibiting AIE and two-color switching
mechanochromic luminescence (MCL) properties (2014).40 Then
in 2017, Takeda et al. found that molecules comprising
dibenzo[a,j]phenazine and PTZ showed both tricolor MCL and
efficient DF.25 Recently, Li and his group designed a D–A
structure molecule with the electron acceptor part benzophenone
and donor part PTZ possessing dynamic conformations and
showing continuous blue–white–yellow triplet mechanolumines-
cent (ML) emissions.41 Tian and co-workers have revealed
that the change of the intramolecular geometrical conformation
could influence the locally excited (LE) state and the ICT state; as
a result, luminescent color could be tuned through mechanical
stimuli.42 Undeniably, a series of ML and MCL fluorescent
materials have been developed; nevertheless, mechanical-
responsive AIE emitters with delayed fluorescence and phos-
phorescence are still quite rare.43

Herein, we report our newly designed molecule ODFRPTZ,
displaying multiple properties of AIE, delayed fluorescence
(DF), room-temperature phosphorescence and mechanochromism.
One pivotal factor for the phenomena of DF and phosphorescence
is the generation of triplet excitons and adding O, N and P
heteroatoms into the molecule is one effective way to enhance
ICT and generate triplet excitons.44 Therefore, dibenzofuran and
phenothiazine are introduced to act as the electron donor and
acceptor, respectively (Fig. 1). As expected, the AIE effect is observed
in THF/water mixtures. Interestingly, ODFRPTZ shows remarkable
mechanochromic properties. The emission color can change from
green to yellow and the color under visible light can be altered from
white to yellow by adjusting the molecular conformation through
grinding. The transition direction of the triplet excitons is
conformation-dependent, which determines the emission type. In
the crystal state, PTZ adopts the highly constrained quasi-axial
conformation and phosphorescence dominates. After grinding, the
conformation of PTZ changes to quasi-equatorial, promoting DF.

As far as we know, stimuli-responsive AIE molecules with change-
able emission between DF and phosphorescence under an external
force have rarely been reported. We believe this work may provide
deep insight into the emission mechanism and broaden the
applications of luminescent materials.

Results and discussion

ODFRPTZ features a D–A–D0 type structure with dibenzofuran
and phenothiazine as donors and benzophenone as the acceptor.
ODFRF was obtained by typical Suzuki coupling, starting from
(4-bromophenyl) (4-fluorophenyl) methanone and dibenzo-
[b,d]thiophen-4-ylboronic acid. The targeted molecule ODFRPTZ
was afforded with a yield of 83% via the substitution reaction
between ODFRF and phenothiazine. It is very interesting that the
rate of reduced pressure evaporation made a difference in the
appearance of the color of the final powder. Quick evaporation
could lead to a yellow powder while slow evaporation could
result in a white powder. This unique phenomenon inspired us
to deeply study arrangement-dependent photophysical proper-
ties of ODFRPTZ. The molecular strucutre and purity were
verified by 1H NMR, 13C NMR and HR-MS. Furthermore, the
single crystal of ODFRPTZ was obtained and the chemical
structure and purity were further confirmed. The details of
synthetic procedures and the related characterization are
described in the ESI† (Scheme S1 and Fig. S1–S8).

ODFRPTZ shows typical AIE properties due to the existence
of the highly twisted structure of phenothiazine. We prepared
eleven mixed solutions containing THF/water with different
water fractions (fw) and studied their AIE properties. As shown
in Fig. 2a, only a weak emission band could be observed in THF
solution, owing to the free intramolecular motion. However,
AIE appeared when the water fraction reached 70%. An emission
peak red-shifted to 550 nm ascribed to the ICT emission and
intensified yellow fluorescence could be observed when fw

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of ODFRPTZ.

Fig. 2 (a) Fluorescence spectra and (b) absorption spectra in different
THF/water (v/v) mixtures. (c) Optical images of ODFRPTZ in the mixed
solution (20 mM, lex = 365 nm).
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reached 95% as the aggregation states changed. Simultaneously,
the absorption band around 280 nm decreased as fw increased
and a new broad absorption band appeared in the range of
320–370 nm (Fig. 2b), further confirming the aggregation process.
In aggregation states, the restriction of the intramolecular rotation
and vibration reduced the non-radiative relaxation, contributing to
dramatically increased emission intensity.

Regulating the luminescent behavior by external stimuli in the
solid state has been attracting tremendous attention. ODFRPTZ
showed intriguing mechanochromic properties under UV light and
room light in the solid state. Originally, ODFRPTZ afforded green
emission under UV irradiation with two emission peaks at 428 nm
and 540 nm, attributed to quasi-axial phenothiazine (verified by
single crystal data and discussed later). The emission color
switched to yellow under an external force (Fig. 3b and d). The
emission peak at 428 nm disappeared and the emission peak at
540 nm red-shifted by 41 nm to 581 nm (Fig. 3e). The emission
red-shift was due to the conformation change from the quasi-
axial conformer to a quasi-equatorial one, whose structures were
relatively planar and thus facilitated the intermolecular electron
transition from phenothiazine to carbonyl. Rather interestingly,
the color under visible light also changed from pure white to
yellow after grinding (Fig. 3a and c). The absorption of the
ground powder was highly enhanced and a new absorption band
emerged in the visible region (over 400 nm) compared to the
pristine powder (Fig. S9, ESI†), inferring that the energy gap of
ICT was altered by the external force. The mechanochromic
process was well reversible. The microcrystals could re-form
after fuming with dichloromethane and the color could return
to the original under both visible and UV light (Fig. S10, ESI†).

Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) was employed to
further understand the microstructure change by applying
force (Fig. 3f). The XRD patterns showed that the pristine
ODFRPTZ powder had multiple sharp peaks, agreeing well with
the single crystal result, whereas they became weak and even
disappeared after the mechanical stimulus, indicating the
transition from the well-ordered crystalline structure to the

amorphous state. Additionally, differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) was carried out to explore the thermal properties of the
original one and ground powder. For the pristine powder, a sharp
endothermic peak appeared at 235.5 1C. After grinding, the sharp
peak became broad and a new exothermic peak emerged at 93.8 1C,
further verifying the force-induced phase transition from the
crystalline state to amorphous state (Fig. S11, ESI†).

To gain deep insight into the mechanism for the mechano-
chromism of ODFRPTZ, detailed photophysical properties in
different solid states were studied. Crystalline powder of
ODFRPTZ showed prompt fluorescence and triplet excited state
emission characteristics. The pristine crystalline powder
showed highly green emission under 365 nm UV light and no
afterglow was observed at room temperature after removing the
UV radiation. In the steady-state photoluminescence spectra,
the emission band centered at 540 nm with a small shoulder
at 428 nm. Delayed photoluminescence spectra were also
measured and the main emission band ranging from 480 nm
to 700 nm was identical to the 540 nm emission in the steady-
state one, manifesting the nature of triplet excited state emis-
sion (Fig. 4a). DF and phosphorescence are dependent on
oxygen as triplet excited states are involved in these emission
pathways; thus, an oxygen dependence experiment was carried
out to deconvolute emission processes. Fig. 4b shows steady-
state emission spectra in the absence of oxygen and in the
presence of oxygen. The emission intensity was remarkably
enhanced for the pristine powder of ODFRPTZ under an argon
atmosphere and it had a Idegas/IO2

of 2.2, further confirming the
triplet excited state emissions.

To discriminate prompt fluorescence, delayed fluorescence
and phosphorescence, decay spectra were recorded using a
different light source. The lifetime of prompt fluorescence at
540 nm was 8.9 ns (Fig. S12, ESI†), assigned to a typical singlet
excited state relaxation channel. The lifetime of the 540 nm
emission at room temperature was also tested using a VPL light
source and a long lifetime of 0.4 ms was acquired (Fig. 5e),
implying the existence of phosphorescence. Afterwards, phos-
phorescence was further validated by placing the crystalline
powder in liquid nitrogen. After removing the UV radiation, a
distinct green afterglow was observed by the naked eye, which
was similar to its fluorescent color. At low temperatures, it’s
difficult for the triplet excitons to return to the excited singlet

Fig. 3 (a)–(d) Optical images of the original crystalline and ground pow-
der under visible light and UV light, respectively. (e) Steady-state emission
spectra of the pristine powder and ground powder (lex = 365 nm). (f) XRD
patterns of the original powder and the ground one.

Fig. 4 (a) Steady-state photoluminescence spectra and delayed photo-
luminescence spectra of the ODFRPTZ crystalline powder at room tem-
perature. (b) Steady-state photoluminescence spectra of the crystalline
powder of ODFRPTZ in the presence and absence of oxygen.
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states through RISC. Thus, T1 excitons directly went back to the
ground state, resulting in phosphorescence. Moreover, temperature-
dependent emission spectra and lifetime measurements were
performed subsequently. The emission band gradually blue-
shifted upon lowering the temperature (Fig. 5f) and the lifetime
continuously increased from 0.4 ms at 300 K to 121.1 ms at 77 K
(Fig. 5e), agreeing well with the characteristics of phosphores-
cence and verifying the existence of phosphorescence. The above-
mentioned results reveal that the emission of the ODFRPTZ
crystalline powder is composed of prompt fluorescence and

phosphorescence and the lifetime of phosphorescence is prolonged
by lowering the temperature.

To shed light on intermolecular interactions for singlet–
triplet orbital coupling, the single crystal of ODFRPTZ was
developed successfully by slowly evaporating the solution in a mixed
solvent of dichloromethane/petroleum ether at room temperature
and the crystallographic data were analysed (Table S1, ESI†). In the
single crystal, ODFRPTZ molecules arranged according to the space
group of P%1 (No. 2) in the triclinic crystal system. Each unit cell
contains two molecules. The whole molecule is highly twisted and
the phenothiazine moiety adopts the ‘‘quasi-axial’’ conformation
with a dihedral angle of 110.71 (Fig. S13, ESI†). Expanding the
molecular stacking, the single crystal was in a layer-by-layer structure
with a considerable offset constrained by strong intermolecular
interactions (Fig. S14, ESI†), which effectively decrease the non-
radiative decay rates of deactivation by oxygen and heat, facilitating
the triplet excited state emission. The dibenzofuran groups and
carbonyl groups were coplanar while the phenothiazine moieties
were embedded in the interlamination. There existed strong inter-
actions between any two of dibenzofuran, phenothiazine and carbo-
nyl subunits (Fig. 6 and Fig. S15, ESI†), which effectively promoted
the intersystem cross process.

A time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calcu-
lation based on B3LYP using 6-311+G(d,p) as the basis set was
then implemented to explore the mechanism of the observed
triplet excited state emission. Firstly, the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital (LUMO) of the ODFRPTZ monomer in the single
crystal were obtained. The HOMO was mainly distributed on
the phenothiazine subunit and most electron density of the
LUMO was located on the benzophenone subunit, suggesting a
typical D–A structure (Fig. S16, ESI†). In the single crystal, there

Fig. 5 Optical images of the pristine ODFRPTZ powder (a) under 365 nm
UV light and (b–d) the afterglow after ceasing the UV light in liquid
nitrogen. (e) Decay spectra of the prompt fluorescence. (e) Decay spectra
and (f) delayed photoluminescence spectra of the pristine crystalline
powder at different temperatures (from 300 K to 77 K).

Fig. 6 Molecular geometries of (a) the ODFRPTZ monomer, (b) Dimer-1 and (c) Dimer-2 in the unit cell; diagrams of the TD-DFT calculated energy
levels and possible ISC channels of a monomer (d), Dimer-1 (e) and Dimer-2 (f) at the singlet (S1) and triplet (Tn) states. H and L represent the HOMO and
the LUMO, respectively.
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are two kinds of dimers with distinct intermolecular interactions
(called Dimer-1 and Dimer 2). According to the calculation
result, the dimers play vital roles in populating triplet excited
states (Table S2, ESI†). For the isolated monomer, there are
merely three main transition channels from S1 to Tn (S1 to T4, T5

and T6) for intersystem crossing. However, for the coupled
dimers, the numbers of energy transition channels increase
quite a lot (for Dimer-1, S1 to T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12,
T13 and T14; for Dimer-2, S1 to T7, T8, T9, T10, T11 and T12),
enhancing the intersystem crossing. The calculated DEST values
of the isolated monomer, Dimer-1 and Dimer-2 are 0.73 eV,
0.66 eV and 0.76 eV, respectively. The large DEST is not beneficial
to the reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) and the phosphores-
cence is dominated in the triplet state emission, agreeing well
with our experimental results.

As for the ground powder of ODFRPTZ, the emission was
observed at 581 nm in the steady-state photoluminescence
spectra. In the delayed PL spectra, a similar emission band
also emerged, indicating that the emission of the ground
powder was composed of prompt fluorescence and delayed
fluorescence (Fig. 7a). Then, the lifetime test verified the
above-mentioned hypothesis. The prompt fluorescence has a
short lifetime of 18.7 ns (Fig. S17, ESI†), ascribed to the CT(eq)
emission. The delayed fluorescence has a long lifetime of 0.9 ms
(Fig. 7b). As documented, the quasi-equatorial conformer of
PTZ was conducive to the generation of delayed fluorescence.45

The emerging DF reversely evidenced the PTZ conformation
changing from quasi-axial to quasi-equatorial. It is worth not-
ing that the triplet state emission can be altered from phos-
phorescence to DF by an external force, which has rarely been
reported previously. Moreover, the quantum yield increased
from 3.24% to 18.88% after grinding. We speculated that the
highly twisted geometry in the restrained crystal was destroyed
after grinding, promoting the planarization of the molecular
structure. The planarization facilitated the ICT process, accordingly
resulting in the higher emission efficiency. The quantum yield data
also confirmed the PTZ conformation change.

Based on all the above-mentioned data and results, we can
have a deep discussion on the assignments of the emissions at
428 nm, 540 nm and 581 nm. As documented,46–48 the highly
constrained quasi-axial phenothiazine enhances emission from
1LE, suppresses the CT state and activates 3LE phosphores-
cence generated through the intersystem crossing (ISC) from

the 1CT state. It can be concluded that RTP was boosted in the
quasi-axial conformer and delayed fluorescence was dominant
in the quasi-equatorial conformer,49 which agrees well with our
results. The emission at 428 nm is assigned to the 1LE emission
of phenothiazine. Only when the phenothiazine adapts the
highly constrained quasi-axial conformation are the HOMO
and LUMO of ODFRPTZ totally separated, and the 1LE emission
of PTZ will appear. After grinding, the highly constrained
conformation is destroyed and the HOMO and LUMO of
ODFRPTZ will be delocalized, leading to the disappearance of
the 1LE emission and enhancement of the CT emission. The
emission at 540 nm comprises the CT(ax) emission and 3LE
phosphorescence. The emissions with a short lifetime of 8.9 ns
and long lifetime of 0.4 ms are assigned to the CT(ax) emission
and the 3LE phosphorescence, respectively. When lowering the
temperature from 300 K to 77 K, the emission wavelength shift
evidences that the 540 nm emission is made of different
components, and the prolonged lifetime verifies that the
delayed emission is indeed phosphorescence. The TDDFT
calculation results also show that the CT(ax) emission and
the 3LE phosphorescence coexist. For the ground powder, the
PTZ conformation is changed from quasi-axial to quasi-
equatorial and the emission at 581 nm is composed of prompt
fluorescence with a lifetime of 18.7 ns and DF with a lifetime of
0.9 ms, assigned to the CT(eq) emission.

Conclusions

In summary, photophysical properties of the D–A–D0 molecule
ODFRPTZ were investigated and we have discussed that specific
emission can be obtained by altering the temperature or molecular
conformation. Mechanochromism under both visible light and UV
light was realized by changing its conformation from quasi-
axial to quasi-equatorial. Carbonyl and the twisted structure of
phenothiazine are crucial for ISC and RISC. The quasi-axial
conformation facilitated phosphorescence while the quasi-
equatorial conformation promoted DF, thus making it possible
for the emission switch between DF and phosphorescence by
an external force. AIE molecules with stimuli-responsive and
multi-emission properties are still scarce and more research
studies will focus on multi-functional materials to enrich
applications of luminescent materials.
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Fig. 7 (a) Prompt and delayed (5 ms) photoluminescence spectra of the
ground powder of ODFRPTZ. (b) The decay curve of the delayed
fluorescence.
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